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Geneva-Lausanne-Montreux-Zermatt

You will depart towards Zermatt and discover the Leman Lake
areas: Geneva, Lausanne, Montreux
Start with a guided tour of Geneva to discover its unique nature.
World famous as the city of peace, host of hundreds of UN
agencies and NGO's, Geneva is also the smallest of the world
metropolis' where everything is within walking distance. Did you
know that Geneva saw the birth of the very first humanitarian
organization in 1863 or that multilateralism started here over 100
years ago ? Geneva also boasts one of the highest quality of life
being the 2nd greenest city in Europe an a leader regarding
sustainable development and energy savings.
Lausanne, the second-largest city on Lake Geneva, combines a
dynamic commercial town with the locality of a holiday resort. The
capital of the canton of Vaud is also a lively university and
convention town. Sports and culture are given a high profile in the
Olympic capital.
From the lake to the mountains and vineyards, Montreux Riviera
offers a postcard landscape. It’s an authentic little piece of
paradise that has attracted many artists, writers and travelers in
search of beauty, tranquility and… inspiration.
A must-do is the visit of Chillon Castle: Chillon Castle is located on
a rock on the banks of Lake Geneva. The water castle is the most
visited historic building in Switzerland. For nearly four centuries
Chillon was the residence and profitable toll station of the Counts
of Savoy.
Overnight in Zermatt
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Day 1 📍

Excursion to the Gornergrat

Built in 1898, it is the first 100% electric rack train in Switzerland
and the second in the world. The journey takes around 30 minutes
and takes you to the top of Gornergrat at an altitude of 3,089 m.

From the platform, you can admire 29 peaks reaching an altitude
of more than 4,000 meters (out of the 48 in Switzerland). And of
course, you will enjoy a breathtaking view of the Matterhorn,
which rises to 4,478 meters ... With a bit of luck, you may be able to
spot marmots and chamois.

Take the time to marvel at the sight of these high peaks as above
with Monte Rosa, and descend by train by the same route to
Zermatt.

After the excursion embark for Interlaken, overnight in Interlaken

Day 2  📍



Interlaken - Cruise and Lunch Giessbach- Lucerne

From Interlaken board the boat on lake Brienz disembarking at
Giessbach to see the waterfall and have lunch at the historic hotel.

In the afternoon, you will visit the Open-Air Museum Ballenberg. A
museum full of life.

More than 100 residential and farm buildings from all over
Switzerland can be discovered and marveled at in the Open-Air
Museum Ballenberg. The stately farmhouses, the modest buildings
of the day laborers, the alpine settlements or the stables, barns,
granaries, wash houses and drying kilns illustrate as architectural
and as social-historical witnesses the everyday life and the rural
culture of past times.

The historic buildings could not be preserved in their original
location and were therefore carefully dismantled and rebuilt on
the 66-hectare museum grounds. Kitchens, chambers and living
rooms provide insights into everyday rural life in Switzerland.

Then a train ride will take you from Interlaken to Lucerne

Overnight in Lucerne
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Day 3 📍

Lucerne - Return Stanserhorn Cabrio

Today's visit allows you to visit Lucerne and enjoy the iconic
Cabri-O excursion.
Take the time to stroll through the old town together with your
guide, along the lake or cross the oldest covered wooden bridge in
Europe. The Chapel Bridge was built in the 14th century and was
originally part of the fortifications. The painted panels that were
added in the 17th century represent scenes from the history of
Switzerland and the city of Lucerne.
Another emblem of the city is the surrounding wall of the Musegg,
which has retained its original form with its nine towers.

After Lucerne, heading to Stanserhorn. Starting at the
intermediate station, the aerial cableway with its open roof deck is
one of the main attractions. It is a truly amazing feeling to stand
up there on the roof of the double-deck panorama cabin and
experience up close the passage between the supporting masts,
just enjoying the headwind and the magnificent view – without any
cables overhead.

On the summit circular walk, visitors meet rangers who are happy
to assist with identifying flowers and mountains. Halfway around,
the marmots await – as well as the summit restaurant
“Rondorama”, which revolves around its axis.

After the excursion, the train from Lucerne will take you to your
departing point: Zurich airport

Day 4 📍



Post tour - Iconic Switzerland  
Lake Geneva - Montreux - Zermatt -

Interlaken - Lucerne
4 days / 3 nights

PRICE PER PERSON

Subject to availability and validation of the fare by the company at the time of your booking. 
Booking deadline: 1 month prior to departure.
Tour will go ahead with maximum 12 participants (min 8)

1st class Swiss Travel Pass
English-speaking guide
Accommodation in 4*/5* hotels on a double room basis with breakfast
Visits mentioned in the program

Drinks and meals (unless specified) 
Personal expenses
All services not mentioned in the program
Luggage allowance in hotels and airports
Single room supplement

The price includes

The price does not includes
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24/06/2023 - 27/06/2023 3495.- CHF


